Abstract-Virtualization and cloud computing technologies now make it possible to consolidate multiple online services, which are packed in virtual machines (VMs), into a smaller number of physical servers. However, it is still a challenging scheduling problem for cloud provider to dynamically manage the resource for VMs in order to handle variable workloads without service level agreement (SLA) violation. In this paper, we introduce a Prediction-based Dynamic Resource Scheduling (PDRS) solution to automate elastic resource scaling for virtualized cloud systems. Unlike traditional static consolidation or threshold-driven reactive scheduling, we both consider the dynamic workload fluctuations of each VM and the resource conflict handling problem. PDRS first employs an online resource prediction, which is a VM resource demand state predictor based on the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model, to achieve adaptive resource allocation for cloud applications on each VM. Then we propose our prediction-based dynamic resource scheduling algorithms to dynamically consolidate the VMs with adaptive resource allocation to reduce the number of physical machines. Extensive experimental results show that our scheduling is able to realize automatic elastic resource allocation with acceptable effect on SLAs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Virtualized cloud systems have become popular in hosting massive Internet services, such as e-commerce, multimedia service, social networks and so on [2] - [5] . Nowadays, cloud clients deploy their online applications on to virtual machines (VMs) in cloud with dedicated resource requirements for performance guarantee, which is specified in terms of a service level agreement (SLA). The workload of each VM varies all the time and some may exhibit weekly or seasonal variability. To guarantee good performance at periods of peak demand, VM processing capacity is often over-provisioned. Moreover, most cloud platforms provide largely a 1:1 mapping between virtual and physical CPU and memory resources, such as Amazon EC2 systems [6] . This leads to poor server utilizations and cloud providers are unable to exploit the benefits from statistical multiplexing. Thus, it is still a challenging problem for cloud provider to manage the virtualized resource adaptively in order to handle variable workloads without SLA violation.
Virtualization provides an effective way to pack the online applications into VMs [7] - [9] . Moreover, the VMs can be provisioned and consolidated statically or dynamically [10] - [14] . In static situations, historical average resource utilizations or user-defined capacities are typically used as input to an algorithm that maps VMs to physical machines (PMs), such as [11] , [12] . These approaches, however, assume that the VM resource demand is known in advance and do not take the VM workload variability into account. In contrast, dynamic allocation has the ability to adapt the resource provision to the workload. Some recent work (e.g. [13] ) dynamically migrate the VMs to avoid hotspots and try to keep load-balancing. Unfortunately, these methods are basically threshold-driven. Once if the workloads change severely, the migration operation may be triggered frequently. This may also lead to a large amount of SLA violations since severe resource conflicts.
In this paper, we present a novel elastic resource allocation mechanism, namely Prediction-based Dynamic Resource Scheduling (PDRS), for virtualized cloud systems to adaptively handle the variable workloads. Our goal is to minimize the number of active PMs while satisfying the SLAs. We first develop a practical Resource Demand Predictor, which is based on time series prediction technique, to predict the time-varying resource demands of VMs. The basic idea of our scheduling is to reserve sufficient resource for the VMs to guarantee the performance. Therefore, the design principle of the predictor is to ensure that the predicted resource requirements are no less than the real demand in the next time interval. Based on the predictor, we then develop our dynamic resource scheduling algorithms to decide the needed physical resources and the placement of the VMs. Both the overhead of live migration and the hotspot resource conflicts are taken into account in our algorithms.
Trace-driven experimental results demonstrate that our scheduling algorithms are able to realize automatic resource allocation with acceptable effect on SLAs.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
We propose the PDRS, a prediction-based elastic resource allocation mechanism for virtualized cloud systems that can adaptively handle variable VM workloads with near-minimum resources.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our scheduling through numerical trace-driven experiments. And the results show that our approach is able to realize adaptive resource allocation with acceptable migration overhead and resource conflicts.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section II. In section III, we propose our system architecture overview. Then the Resource Demand Predictor and Elastic Scheduler are described in sections IV and V. Experiment results and conclusions are given in the sections VI and VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Amazon Auto Scaling [6] is a quite famous production cloud system scaling technique, which assists the cloud user to manage cloud resource and employ pre-defined policies. It allows users to specify their own scaling policies and triggering conditions for their applications. However, it is quite difficult for the user to figure out the proper conditions and policies.
There are a variety of scaling schemes which dynamically determine how many servers are needed and how to place the tasks onto them, such as [15] - [17] . They may have used queueing theory [16] , machine learning [17] , or control theory [15] to dynamically balance the workload among servers. However, we focus on the VM-level resource scaling, which is the smallest scheduling unit on the virtualization platform and can be migrated from one to another without service downtime.
There are quite a few VM consolidation schemes which are also used for dynamically determining the number of PMs and the placement of the VMs, such as [11] , [12] . However, these approaches assumed that the VM resource demand is known in advance and does not change in its scheduling procedure. In our work, we take the VM workload variability into account and assume that the VM resource demand is time-varying.
Live virtual machine migration [18] is one of the most important abilities of virtualization. It is essential in the dynamic resource allocation scheduling for the virtualized platform. Sandpiper [13] aimed to automatically detect the system hotspot servers and launch necessary VM migrations to avoid resource conflicts. It proposed two ways for hotspot detection: black-box and gray-box approach. In this paper, we use the gray-box like approach to get the VM resource demand for control. Sandpiper triggered the migration when it detects a sustained overload time and it is predicted to continue overload in the next few scheduling interval. As their approach use the short-term prediction, most of the time it may launch a migration with a delay and the resource conflicts have occurred. In our approach, we try to avoid this situation by taking the VM migration overhead into account and employing a long-time prediction to launch migrations in advance.
Our work is closely related to predictive resource allocation schemes. Bobroff et al [19] proposed an auto-correlation resource prediction and a First-Fit based VM consolidation heuristic to adaptive the resource provision to the varying workloads. However, they did not consider the live migration overhead during the scheduling and evaluated only via simulations. Zhenhuan et al [20] proposed a signature-based approach to find VM placement to satisfy SLAs. This approach needs sufficient prior knowledge of the workloads for pattern extraction or otherwise it would degenerate to a mean-value-prediction based approach. In our work, we assume that there is only little prior knowledge for scheduling. 
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we provide an overview of our PDRS system. As Figure 1 shows, PDRS system is composed of the following main components: NodeAgent, System Monitor, Resource Demand Predictor, and Elastic Scheduler.
NodeAgent (NA) module is responsible for collecting the resource usage statistics and executing the command operations from the Elastic Scheduler. NA is deployed in each cluster server and communicates with the system control plane. NA obtains the physical server and the guest VMs' resource usages through the libxenstat API and the /proc interface in Linux. In this study, we only focus on the cpu and memory consumption. Moreover, NA still dynamically executes the operation which is determined by the Elastic Scheduler, such as capping the VM CPU usage, setting VM memory allocation, and laughing VM migration.
System Monitor (SM) module is the central resource monitor module. It is responsible for defining the measurement period and collects the resource usage information from each NA. In this study, the measurement interval is 5 seconds.
Resource Demand Predictor (RDP) module is an online prediction module based on the usage time series. RDP employs the Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model as the basic prediction model. Obviously the prediction result may be frequently over or under the real usage. As the under-situation may cause SLA violations, RDP develops an ARIMA-based state prediction model to solve the problem.
Elastic Scheduler (ES) module is responsible for virtualized resource scheduling. Based on the predicted information from the RDP, ES determines the number of active PMs, the placement of VMs and the necessary VM migration operations. The goal of the ES is to minimize 376 JOURNAL OF NETWORKS, VOL. 9, NO. 2, FEBRUARY 2014 the number of active physical servers while meeting the SLAs of all the VMs. In this module, we implement our prediction-based dynamic resource scheduling algorithms.
In the following sections, we will focus on describing the Resource Demand Predictor and the Elastic Scheduler components.
IV. RESOURCE DEMAND PREDICTION
In this section, we will describe our model for predicting the resource demand. Our prediction process is comprised of two phases: firstly, we employ a multi-step time-series prediction techniques to predict future usage of each resource type; secondly, we analyze the prediction series to determine the state of the server in the next scheduling period.
A. Resource Usage Prediction
We employ the ARIMA model [21] as our basic prediction model to predict the time series k C and k M which represent the usage of the CPU and memory at time k . As the model for these two kinds of resource is the same, we unify the resource symbol as k R . And the last n observations of each physical and virtual server collected by the System Monitor are represented as k R , i.e.
is the number of nonseasonal differences, and q is the number of lagged forecast errors in prediction equation. To identify the appropriate model, we begin by identifying the differential order $d$ to get a stationary series. Each differencing process can be represented as follows:
where L is the backward shift operator defined as
. And when the series becomes stationary, it follows an ( , ) ARIMA p q model: 
where f is the prediction model function, n is the number of lags used for prediction and i is the prediction step.
B. Server State Prediction
Although the ARIMA prediction model achieves quite good performance in short-term prediction, there still are some problems that have to be addressed. First, the time series online prediction is frequently a little over-or under-estimation. Over estimation is wasteful, but it still is tolerable because it guarantees the VM's application performance. But under-estimation is much worse due to it may lead to resource conflicts and may cause significant SLA violations. Second, the multi-step long-term prediction makes it difficult to do the migration decisions. To solve the above two problems, we develop a server state prediction based on the ARIMA prediction results.
We divide the server resource state into five different state, as shown in Table I . Suppose the long-term period has h prediction intervals. Then at time k , the next h step prediction usages are
Among these values, we choose the maximum to determine the state in the next long-term period. For example, if a next usage prediction series of CPU is (18%, 24%, 32%, 29%, 36%, 30%), then we choose the maximum value 36% to determine that it would be in state 3 in the next 6 time interval. Predicting the server state is helpful to guarantee the VM's application performance and get the resource cap of the server. Then in the next section we will describe how to use the predicted state in the scheduling.
V. PREDICTION-BASED DYNAMIC RESOURCE SCHEDULING
In this section, we describe the ES module of our system, especially the Prediction-based Dynamic Resource Scheduling algorithms. Our goal is to minimize the number of active physical servers and the migration overhead while meeting the SLAs of all the applications on the VMs. Before we propose our scheduling algorithms, we first study the overhead of the VM live migration and formulate our scheduling problem.
A. Migration Overhead Analysis
For investigating the performance effect of the VM live migration, we test the migration overhead of different kinds of VMs. The VM live migration is a resource-consuming operation, especially a cpu and bandwidth intensive process. In our test cases, we found that the additional cpu overhead may be up to 8\% for the domain0 in both the source and the destination servers.
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The overhead is quite heavy, however, our prediction scheme can prevent the overhead conflicting with other VMs since the migrations are launched in advance when the physical server is still not over-loaded. On the other hand, we assume the network bandwidth inner-connect is not the major concern because modern data centers usually have high speed networks. Thus, in this paper the VM migration time is considered as the major criterion of live migration overhead. Moreover, it still is an important factor in our scheduling. Through extensive migration tests, we conclude our findings as follows: Suppose the current memory of i VM is i m , then the migration time t is almost linear to the VM memory size. In our tests, we use the regression-derived function to model the migration time cost. As shown in Figure 2 , our migration time estimation function is:
where x is the memory footprint of the VM. We also found that concurrent live migration on one physical server would lead to dramatically increase the migration time. Thus, in our scheduling we launch the migration in sequence. Based on the statistics information, the prediction and scheduling decisions are made at the beginning of each time interval. At time k , the number of using machines is defined as k m . Our objective is to control the number of machines which can lead to automatic resource allocation scaling without the VM SLA violations.
C. Prediction-based Dynamic Resource Scheduling Algorithm
We present a Prediction-based Dynamic Resource Scheduling (PDRS) algorithm in Algorithm 1 to automatic scale the cloud cluster resource allocating while meeting the application SLAs. The PDRS algorithm takes the current cluster state as input, including the VM location, resource consumption, migration state, and the physical server state and so on. Our PDRS algorithm is a period scheduling algorithm and it works in two major phases: the resource conflict prediction phase and resource consolidation phase. In the first phase, we determine a set of machines which are predicted to meet resource conflicts. Then for each machine that is estimated to overload, we choose a proper VM for migrating out to avoid the conflict in the future. In the second phase, we consolidate the VMs which is determined to migrate out from overloaded nodes in the first phase and the VMs on the rest of nodes into a fewer number of servers.
Phase 1: Resource Confliction Prediction In this phase, our goal is to determine the physical nodes which will encounter resource conflicts in the near future.
(1) Definition step: we first confirm the Busy set of machines which is taking a VM live migration. Because we have found that concurrent live migrations on one machine would lead to much longer migration time and poorer performance effect, we do not consider adding any migrate-actions to an already busy machine. Then in the rest of the nodes, the light-loaded nodes which are holding vms are added into the Available set and the free nodes which holding no vms are added into the Free set.
(2) Prediction step: predict the state of all the VMs. As section 4 described, we first use the ARIMA model to predict the resource demand in the next k_step time slots. Then for guaranteeing the VM's application SLA, we take the largest prediction value in the long-term period to determine its running state. These states are detail shown in Table I . Then in the long-term k_step time intervals, the vm would get the upper bound resource of its state.
(3) Conflict Detection step: for all the pms in the Available set, we detect that whether there are resource conflicts on the physical servers using Algorithm 2 which is based on the long-term predicted vm states. In this step, there is a system dependent parameter which should be set manually. In generous case, when the cpu usage is up to OverloadState then the computer will encounter drastic performance reduction. Once the sum of the vm resource demands is predicted to exceed the cpu overload threshold or the memory capacity, it is considered to be about to encounter resource conflicts and a proper VM should be moved out to get rid of that. At last, all this kind of pms is removed from the Available set. (4) VM Determination step: decide a vm to migrate out for an about-to-overloaded node, as shown in Algorithm 3. In this step, we first sort the vms in ascending order by their states. Then we find the first vm which satisfy the following two conditions: a. It can be migrated out before the conflict comes; b. Once it is migrated out, the pm would avoid the resource conflict at time conflict T
. If there is a vm which satisfies the above two conditions, it will be added into the waiting list, ToMigrateList. Otherwise, we will choose the vm with smallest memory footprint because it can be moved out in the shortest time.
At the end of the Resource Confliction Prediction phase, a ToMigrateList is formed and the vms in the list are all waiting to be migrated out of their hosting PMs. In addition, these vms will be scheduled first in the next Resource Consolidation phase for avoiding SLA violations.
Phase 2: Resource Consolidation In this phase, our goal is to consolidate VMs into fewer PMs while meeting the SLAs of all the applications.
(1) Conflict Handle step: particularly, handle the migrations of the vms in the ToMigrateList. The vms have high priority to be handled as it can avoid resource conflicts. We sort the ToMigrateList in ascending order by their predicted conflict time since the nearest conflict should be handled first. Then we pick up . The Resource Consolidation phase takes the system state as input, considers the predicted resource demand and migration cost of VMs, and aims to find a migration schedule to balance the tradeoff of minimization of used PM number and the total SLA violation time.
VI. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION

A. Experiment Setup
All of our experiments were conducted on a small cluster of 8 homogeneous servers. Each host has a dual-core Intel Pentium(R) 1.8GHz cpu, 2GB memory and 100Mbps network bandwidth, and runs CentOS 5.5 32bit with Xen 3.1.2. The guest VMs also run CentOS 5.5 32bit and each has one virtual cpu core and 896MB memory. In the initial situation, each host has two VMs. For each PM, we dedicate 512MB memory for domain 0 to guarantee the virtualization performance. We used the RUBiS [22] online auction benchmark and two kinds of real workload trace to generate VM resource demand: the EPA and SDSC workload. The two-hour examples of the cpu utilization are shown in Figure 3 . In our PDRSystem, we define the detection interval as 1s, the resource short-term state period as 5s, the scheduling period as 5s, and the prediction model training data size as 360 (half hour information), the number of steps for long-term prediction as 36 (for predicting the next 3 minutes).
For comparison, we also implemented a reactive greedy scheduling scheme whose conflict handling scheme using the algorithm proposed in [11] and the light-loaded resource reclaiming using the same method: detects a sustained light-loaded state (<10%) then try to move the VMs out and reclaim the resource back. And we implemented two variations of our scheduling: ARIMA-prediction-based PDRS (A-PDRS) and State-prediction-based PDRS (S-PDRS). We trace all the VM resource demand of two hours and use the first half hour information as the training data set. Then we validate the data set of the latter one and half an hour.
B. Results
1) Prediction Performance Evaluation
We first evaluate the quality of the ARIMA prediction and our multi-step state prediction mechanisms. We use the performance metric Relative Error (RE) to evaluate the prediction accuracy on each prediction step: We can find that the direct ARIMA prediction has quite good performance on the exact value prediction. But in our scheduling, we need to guarantee the application SLAs on each VM. The large ratio of under-estimation may lead to large amount of resource conflicts. On the other hand, our state-based predictor achieves a much better performance. Though the whole experiment: 1) the over-estimation ratio is 81.89% and the average RE of the over-estimation set is 8.83%; 2) the under-estimation ratio is 16.78% and corresponding average RE is 1.61%. Then when we use the prediction results to set the resource cap of the VMs, state-based prediction gives a great support to guarantee the performance of the VM applications while encountering just a small amount of resource waste.
2) PDRS Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of the reactive scheduling [11] , A-PDRS and S-PDRS in this subsection. We first study the ability to scale the resource allocation by the numbers of used PMs during the experiments. From Figure 5 we can see that the overall variation trends of these three scheduling scheme are quite the same. This illustrates that all these three schemes have the ability to scale the resource allocation to adapt the workload variation. During the 1hr and 30mins, the average of the used PM number is respectively 6.67, 5.84, and 5.14 for the reactive scheduling, A-PDRS and S-PDRS. The resource saving ratio of our S-PDRS scheme is up to 35.75%. We then study the system overhead and resource conflict situations of these three scheduling schemes during the experiments. As shown in Table III , the S-PDRS has the least migration time due to that we take the migration overhead into account in advance. The resource conflict situation is shown in Figure 6 . The total conflict time of the 8 PMs during the 1.5 hours is 7008s, 2761s and 872s respectively for the reactive scheduling, A-PDRS and S-PDRS. And their SLA violation ratios are respectively 16.22%, 6.28%, 2.02%. This SLA violation rate of the S-PDRS is dramatically reduced and is quite acceptable while S-PDRS achieves such a high resource saving ratio.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a Prediction-based Dynamic Resource Scheduling system to automatic elastic resource allocation scaling for virtualized cloud systems. Our system is composed of four components: the NodeAgent, the System Monitor, the Resource Demand Predictor and the Elastic Scheduler. We focus on describing the Resource Demand Predictor and the Elastic Scheduler modules in detail. An ARIMA-based server state predictor is developed to adaptive resource allocation for all the VMs. And the experiments show that the state predictor can achieve excellent prediction results. Based on the predictor, we propose the PDRS algorithms to schedule the VMs in the system. In our scheduling, we take the migration overhead into account and adaptive the VMs to fewer PMs with acceptable effect on SLAs.
